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Abstract
The terminology of multi-material volumes is discussed. The classification of the multimaterial volumes is given from the spatial partitions, spatial domain for material distribution,
types of involved scalar fields and types of models for material distribution and composition
of several materials points of view. In addition to the technical challenges of multi-material
volume representations, a range of key challenges are considered before such representations
can be adopted as mainstream practice.
Keywords: multi-material volumes, modeling, rendering, visualization, visual analysis,
fabrication.

1. Introduction
Recently close attention in the research community is paid to heterogeneous volume
modeling, which is reflected in several specialized surveys, journal issues and books
[MRP95], [MKR*99], [P00], [J00], [PS05], [KT07], [PAC08], [STG11], [HW13], [PKM13],
[RRSS16], [ZJRN18]. This attention is facilitated by growing application areas and a rapid
progress in fabrication, in particular in additive manufacturing.
To avoid misinterpretations, we need first to define the terms we use in this survey. Volume modeling is concerned with computer representation of object surface geometry as well
as its interior. Solid modeling (homogeneous volume modeling) [H98] deals with volume interior uniformly filled by a single material and with the main question of the point membership classification in relation to objects boundary, interior and exterior. The major characteristics of heterogeneous volume objects are internal spatial variations of single or multiple materials within the volume.
Material is considered a composition of atoms of several chemical elements within the
given volume. These atoms can be arranged in some structures such as molecules, particles,
grains, crystals and others forming microstructures on several scale levels. A specific material
can be characterized by its concentration (or density) representing the fraction of the number
of atoms or molecules of a certain type within the taken volume [SBA*16]. Thus, spatial distribution of the material can be represented by a real-valued scalar density field.
The internal spatial variations of materials can occur on the nano-scale level in the form
of non-uniform material density distribution throughout the volume (compositional heterogeneity) and on the micro-scale and meso-scale levels in the form of variable spatial structures such as porous structures, lattices, scaffolds and others (structural heterogeneity)
[KT07]. In the case where we deal with some combination of the above types of heterogenei-

ties, it can be referred to as multi-scale heterogeneity that occurs, for example, on the structural level in the form of nested microstructures [HW13]. Note that in the area of computational material engineering microstructures are considered the carrier of material properties
and the variable density distribution is considered a material property derived from the features of nano- and micro-scale structures [S16]. This property is also well understood and
considered by the modeling and design research community [MRP95], [RRSS16].
While composite materials can be considered as combinations of multiple homogeneous
materials sharing boundaries within a single object, functionally graded materials (FGM)
[NSN*87] are composites with two or more material components characterized by continuous
gradual changes in material distribution between the components [STG11]. Models of composite materials and FGMs are used in aerospace and other industries, geological modeling, biological modeling, medical simulations, computer animation and visual effects, additive manufacturing and bio-printing. Additive manufacturing makes it possible to digitally fabricate
multi-material heterogeneous volume objects and hence becoming the main driving force requiring the development of special design methods and supporting software tools [GZR*15,
ZJRN18]. For example, the emerging multi-material 3D printers can produce gradual variations between two or three given basic materials by “dithering” them at the highest resolution
level [OC14] or by fusing them together at the given volume element (voxel) [HP14]. When
these materials represent basic colors such as cyan, yellow and magenta, a full palette of colors can be reproduced.
There are typically three major elements in multi-material heterogeneous object models
[KBDH99, PASS01, ZJRN18]:
1) Overall object geometry. It can be represented by boundary surfaces or by any other solid representational scheme [H98] including procedurally defined scalar fields [PASS01].
2) Object components (domains/partitions/cells). The entire object can be split
into disjoint or adjacent components sharing their boundaries. The space partitions can be
defined by additional boundary surfaces [KD97] or scalar fields, which are not necessarily
continuous [PASS01]. In the most general case, these partitions are represented by mixeddimensional cells combined into a cell complex [AKK*02].
3) Material distributions. Each introduced object component can be assigned an integer value of a material index [KD97] thus providing a model of a composite material. In the
case of FGMs, material distribution within a component can be characterized by a single or
several real numbers at the given point representing densities or volume fractions of participating materials [KBDH99]. In other words, a single material distribution can be described
by at least piece-wise continuous scalar field in contrast to discrete fields represented by scattered sample points or voxel data (see details below).
In general, modeling, optimization, simulation and analysis of material properties at the
appropriate resolution can require vast computational resources. This suggests that such
properties have to be defined “implicitly” rather than by explicit data structures (voxels, octrees, point clouds) and evaluated on demand [RRSS16]. Continuous scalar fields provide
such a procedural approach to modeling with the benefit of resolution independence or practically infinite resolution defined by the computer precision. Such fields also allow for modeling at multiple scales and define infinitely small details. Another advantage of scalar fields is
flexible parameterization allowing for interactive redefinitions. Moreover, using scalar fields
provides a uniform approach to modeling geometry, FGMs, multiple material blends and microstructures with given material properties directly available for optimization [CS08] and
quick meshfree simulation [FST06]. From the fabrication point of view, scalar fields are suitable for per-point control of the multi-material deposition in 3D printing [DZK06], [DMO15].
Our main focus is on the ways of representing material distributions with continuous scalar fields within given volumetric domains. The area of multi-material heterogeneous volume
modeling with continuous scalar fields has a relatively long history (see [MS95], [JLP*99],
[PASS01], [ST02a], [BST04] and other works in this survey). Currently, two extreme cases

are common in the research literature; it is either an object with simple geometry (e.g., cube
or cylinder) with a complex material distribution or a complex object with simple material
composition. However, the ultimate goal in this research direction is to provide methods and
tools of defining complex, shape conforming material distributions for objects with complex
geometry. We mainly concentrate in this survey on modeling material distributions, but the
majority of the presented approaches can be applied to modeling internal structures with variable parameters of these structures defined as material properties [FVP13].
We describe different approaches by their representational capacities, intuitiveness, exactness, compactness, efficiency, ease of use, speed, memory, control, connection to simulation, level of complexity, number of materials, robustness of algorithms for discretization
(ripping for print) and other characteristics to compare them.

2. Classifications and characteristics of approaches
In this section, we present the existing approaches by grouping them according to several
classification criteria such as usage of spatial partitions, spatial domain for material distribution, types of involved scalar fields and types of models for material distribution and composition of several materials, also trying to maintain the chronological sequence of publications
where it is possible.

2.1 Spatial partitions
Using a piece-wise continuous scalar field can be sufficient for describing material distribution within the given object geometry. However, a more intuitive approach is to divide an
object into several sub-objects (space partitions) and specify material distribution within each
of them.
In classical solid modeling [H98] a solid is considered as a single partition with a manifold boundary with a single material assigned to the entire solid. This approach is supported
by modern CAD systems. Later introduction of space partitioning in the form of cellular
structures [RO90], [ABC*00] served for supporting mixed-dimensional modeling and nonmanifold and incomplete boundaries.
One of the simplest ways to define a heterogeneous object is to introduce space partitions
sharing their boundaries and splitting the object into several sub-objects. Then, each space
partition is assigned a single uniform material. The work [KD97] introduced a multi-material
heterogeneous solid as a collection of interior disjoint regions each filled by a single material
represented by its integer index. All the regions have manifold boundaries and can have
common boundary elements. A corresponding multi-material extension of the geometric file
format for additive manufacturing STL was proposed in [CT00]. A similar approach was developed in [YYW12] with boundaries of multiple partitions represented in the piecewise polynomial form based on an adaptively subdivided octree and a single material assigned to each
partition. An application of such an approach to heterogeneous fruit modeling was presented
in [BTG15] on the basis of 3D geometric maps and L-systems.
Voxel arrays in volume modeling can be considered a simple example of spatial partitioning with a single material assigned to each regular hexahedral cell (voxel). Voxels are currently considered as a model suitable for multi-material 3D printing [HL09c], [DTD*15], [M15].
However, this model is an essential approximation for the object geometry and material distribution due to the fixed resolution. Growing the voxel resolution eventually causes serious
problems with both the data structure storage memory and its processing time.
The model of [KD97] is sufficient for representing composite materials, but not for modeling FGMs. This was amended in [KD98] by introducing a vector of volume fractions of materials participating in the composition. The material composition is thus represented by a
vector material function of volume fractions that must sum to unity at any given point. A cor-

responding CAD system architecture was presented in [ZCF05], which also included microstructure design along with FGMs.
Works [JPSC98, JLP*99] proposed subdividing the object into specific sub-regions
(called finite elements). Tetrahedral finite elements were discussed in detail with the possibility of extending to other types such as hexahedral, wedge, and pyramid. To represent material
distributions, an analytic blending function is assigned for each material using Bernstein polynomials of barycentric coordinates within each finite element.
In [KBDH99] the heterogeneous solid model of [KD97, KD98] was generalized in the object model by representing geometry as a topological cell complex (disjoint composition of
closed 3-cells) with pointwise object attributes represented by a collection of C k continuous
functions (scalar fields). Each attribute represents some object property at the given point
such as density or volume fraction of participating material. Thus FGM can be modeled separately for each spatial partition. The work [BSD00] extends this theoretical approach to practice by listing several analytical material composition functions suitable in various FGM applications and by outlining the design process of heterogeneous objects.
In [PASS01] the constructive hypervolume model was introduced for representing heterogeneous objects as general multidimensional point sets with pointwise attributes. The Function Representation (FRep) [PASS95] is used to represent both geometry and attributes by
scalar fields. The main distinctive feature of FRep is that the function is procedurally evaluated using an n-ary tree structure with primitives in the leaves and operations in the nodes.
Such typical operations are set-theoretic ones defined with R-functions [S07]. The constructive hypervolume model is represented by a vector function with one component (continuous
scalar field) defining geometry and other components defining attributes. All the function
components have associated tree structures. Each function is procedurally evaluated by traversing the corresponding tree structure. Attribute functions can be discontinuous and are
based on FRep of space partitions.
The authors of [CDM*02] presented a procedural approach to authoring layered solid
models, which is a volumetric representation with nested spatial partitions called layers. An
object is bounded by one or more closed polygonal meshes. Each layer is defined by a range of
values of the signed distance field (SDF) to the object boundary (or some function of this
field) and has a material type assigned to it. Color and density of each material are defined
procedurally and can vary within the layer. A volumetric object is similarly partitioned in
[WYZG11] by SDFs to object regions. A heterogeneous object is similarly described in
[LFAB14] using nested polygonal meshes bounding the regions with different material density values. The work [SK16] uses binary space partitioning (BSP) to model multi-material objects. The standard BSP with separating planes is extended by curved surfaces separating regions with different materials. FGMs are modeled using SDF of the region boundary. The
separating isosurfaces for the BSP model can be extracted from voxel scanned data. Similarly
[GT15] employs specific primitives to bound space partitions for FGMs within the given object geometry. They universally employ for these purposes convolution surfaces with point,
straight line, spline and plane skeletons.
The Foundry system [VKWM16] allows the user to interactively decompose the initial
volume object into multiple sub-volumes with the graph-based interface and the underlying
procedural definitions. Several modes are supported for partitioning the object such as operators based on distances from surfaces, curves and points, partitions based on geometric primitives with the known point membership classification, and discrete uniform lattice decompositions.
In [AKK*02] the authors introduced a hybrid cellular-functional model based on the notion of an Implicit Complex (IC) that was defined on the basis of CW complexes. It provides a
valid topological description of heterogeneous objects and allows for a flexible combination of
cellular and function representations of both the geometry of objects and their attributes. Geometry and attributes are defined independently and occupy their own part of multidimen-

sional modeling space. Thus a heterogeneous object is represented by a union of high-level
components (cells) that can overlap each other. A number of the special constraints on the
description of the mutual dispositions of these components were introduced. That effectively
results in a cellular topological subdivision. The intersections of the components are described by constructive methods which preserve the precision of the representation. The
model is inherently multidimensional: the object can include components of various dimensionalities. It combines the advantages of both the topological and constructive representations. ICs have found an application in modeling highly complex geological heterogeneous
structures in the petroleum exploration [BKK*15].
Smooth transitions between different porous structures are considered in [YQZT14]. For
two given porous materials, a boundary surface between two space partitions is defined implicitly and a special weighting sigmoid function is introduced to define the transition. Then,
this approach is extended to multiple porous materials each defined within an assigned space
partition.
The work [FSP15] employs specific spatial partitions based on a Voronoi diagram built for
interior distance fields defined by material feature points introduced by the user. Transition
zones to interpolate between materials are created by intersecting offsets of adjacent Voronoi
cells. The interpolation between material properties within the transition zone is implemented using a form of the transfinite interpolation [RSST01] (for details, see 2.4).
An alternative to using spatial partitions is a fully heterogeneous mixture of gradually
changing multiple materials within the entire object volume. This can be achieved in different
ways such as source-based or fully procedural modeling as described in 2.4.

2.2 Spatial domains for material distribution
Material distribution can be described in various ways in respect to the spatial domain
dimensionality (from one-dimensional to space-time and multidimensional domains) and
gradient directions.
The gradient is the vector defining the direction of the function variation at the given
point. If the material property such as density is changing only in a single direction, [HMM11]
calls it a one-dimensional (1D) gradient. It means there is some constant vector parallel to
the gradient at any point in space. Several examples of 1D distributions defined by continuous
functions of a single coordinate are given in [MRP95]. Another example is a radial material
distribution specified in a cylindrical or spherical coordinate system [BSD00]. The variations
of the property along the chosen direction can be defined analytically, procedurally or using
samples from a curve input by the user through a graphical user interface (see 2.4). The gradient is two-dimensional (2D), if there are two constant vectors resulting in their linear combination equal to the gradient at any given point. A three-dimensional (3D) gradient is by
analogy a linear combination of three constant vectors. The work [HMM11] provides a full
classification of material gradients of various dimensionalities and [KPT12] gives a brief survey of related works.
Some examples of 1D material distribution can be found in [GT15], where 2D distributions are obtained by combining two or more one-dimensional distributions with assigned
weights called dominating factors that have to be normalized to sum to unity. The dominating
factors in their turn can be non-linear functions of point coordinates providing more control
for 2D material distributions. In [XS05], a 2D material distribution is generated at each horizontal slice on the basis of the object offset iso-contours. By analogy with the 2D case, a 3D
material distribution can be obtained as a combination of several 1D and 2D distributions
with assigned dominating factors [GT15]. A user-guided generation of a 3D distribution from
multiple 2D distributions given for orthogonal object cross-sections is presented in [TSNI10].
A fully volumetric 3D material properties distribution is called a solid texture in computer
graphics [PCOS10].

All works on animation or simulation of time-variant volume objects formally deal with
4D space-time domain. Typically, they employ discretization in the form of either finiteelement meshes [CDM*02] or voxels in some variation of the level set method [S99]. The
work [SFA*15] is one of the first attempts to find analytical solutions in 4D for shape conforming multi-material transitions purely based on scalar fields following the general multidimensional formulations of [PASS01].

2.3 Types of scalar fields
Numerous methods for heterogeneous volume modeling rely on a scalar field to control
the material properties, whether directly or as a part of a material function depending on the
distance. Such a field usually provides some measure of the distance to the object boundary
or to some geometric feature, or can be represented by other geometry-dependent functions.
Several properties of the scalar field must be considered: smoothness, user control and predictability, as well as its computational cost.
Smoothness here means at least C1 continuity of the field function. In [BST04], the authors argue that 'the lack of smoothness in a material function will result in stress concentrations and other undesirable effects. Smoothness is not a strict requirement, but can be desirable for a number of applications. User control is necessary for practical users of a modeling
system (engineers, designers, artists) to create a material function which describes exactly
their intent. The distance field is often necessary to provide predictability as argued in
[BST04], [FST06] and [FSP15]. In addition, [SD01] argues that the lack of distance properties
makes it difficult for the user to control or predict the material distribution. Finally, such a
property as computational cost is often overlooked, however this criteria cannot be ignored
because the design process requires some level of interactivity and many iterations.
The following subsections cover the types of scalar fields used in heterogeneous volume
modeling in several categories. Note that instance based fields, exact or approximate, have
been prevalent in the subject area and therefore represent most of the existing literature.
2.3.1 Exact distance
In general, a continuous distance field defines the object geometry within the given computational precision [HSS14]. Euclidean distance fields and signed distance fields are also
good candidates for constructing material functions. Distance functions can be used to define
gradual changes of FGMs with simple geometric primitives such as points, lines and surfaces
as field generating features. These features are often easy to define for the users and the distance fields for them are trivial to implement. The generated distance functions are also intuitive for the designers and engineers. The only drawback is the lack of smoothness inherent to
exact distances.
The work [JLP*99] divides a model into several cells and then, for each cell, a material
function is defined. This function depends on various distance functions to several elements
such as vertices, lines or facets. In [CDM*02], the authors also propose to use distance functions, but with offering more flexibility through the use of a scripting language. This flexibility
limits the type of users, but allows for more precise control of the field. While [CDM*02] recommends signed distance fields, other fields are also suggested by changing the interface velocity during the signed distance field computation. The works [BST04] and [ZLL09] create
discrete distance fields for all the provided features and combine them into a single material
function. The paper [GKT12] introduces gradient references, where the user can define two
simple geometric elements, and the distance fields are blended together to control the material distribution.
Overall, exact distance functions are popular because they are computationally efficient
(see, for example, [SFP12]) and succeed in all but one criterion, which is smoothness. This is
the reason of the introduction of approximate distance fields discussed below.

2.3.2 Approximate distance
As we mentioned earlier, exact distance fields are inherently C1 discontinuous, which often leads to a lack of smoothness in the material function. This has led to the introduction of
several pseudo-distance fields which attempt to preserve the exact surface, but get smoother
elsewhere. In [FPSM06], a smooth approximation of the min/max operators (used to implement set operators) was introduced in order to create smooth material functions. These operators enable the users to build complex and smooth distance fields for set-theoretic combinations of simple primitives. Several works ([FPA11], [BFP13], [SFFP15]) provided methods to
calculate smooth approximate distance function to polygonal meshes. In [FPA11], binary
space partitioning and smooth R-functions are used to create a function, which can approximate the distance function to a polygonal mesh. In [BFP13], signed Lp distances were introduced, which use the mean value normalization function. A convolution filter with varying
radius is applied in [SFFP15] to the exact distance function of the mesh. All three methods
succeed in producing a smooth approximate distance function, but can be computationally
expensive.
2.3.3 Other scalar fields
An important issue with distance based methods in heterogeneous object modeling is that
typically the shape of the object is not taken into consideration by the material function. A
logical step is to use interior distance, which can provide shape conforming material distribution. Numerous approaches exist to compute interior distances, such as [RLF09] or
[CWW13]. In [FSP15], interior distances were used in the combination with the transfinite
interpolation [RSST01] to achieve shape conforming distribution of multiple materials defined by the user provided material sources.
Another attempt to provide more intuitive control of the material functions is using distances to basic primitives (splines, spheres, etc.) for generating "material potential functions".
Here, the basic primitives influence their surrounding regions based on that potential functions [GT15], which maps distance to a "potential". It can represent abrupt changes with a
step function, for instance. It is easy to use and complex models can be made pretty quickly.
This model offers compactly supported material properties, which means potentially fast processing, but it is limited in the sense that it loses sensitivity to the distance quite quickly.

2.4 Material distribution models
The ways scalar fields defining material properties are specified depend on the type of
available data and the selected mathematical model. In this section, we consider the main
classes of them.
2.4.1 Sampling and interpolation schemes
Sometimes material distributions are prescribed directly by the user through scalar or
vector valued functions defined and available within the domain. Alternatively the material
distributions may be specified on a domain boundary only and then interpolated within the
domain. In the other cases, these distributions will be available only as samples, either as
nodes of a grid (regular or irregular) or at scattered points, and interpolation will be required
for further applications. These samples can be the result of measurements, for example, via
photogrammetry, optical scanning, or electromagnetic methods, or the result of some numerical simulation, for example, by solving numerically some partial differential equations.
2.4.1.1 Grid interpolation
Often material samples will be available in the nodes of a grid, either a regular grid or an
irregular grid such as a tetrahedral mesh [P00]. The former may be the result of simulation
by the level-set methods [OF06], while the latter is likely resulting from some simulation by
the finite element method [ZT77]. In these cases, the linear interpolation is typically used.

However for some particular applications, higher order polynomials are sometimes used,
such as, for example, quadratic super splines in [RSZN04] and a non-linear weighting
scheme in [KFC*07].
Varying material properties (such as in FGMs) can be created and controlled by spatial
variation of material structures. In the work [LS17], Liu and Shapiro propose to represent and
control material structures using techniques for texture synthesis. Material structures are
modeled with Markov Random Fields. The properties of a target structure are used to guide
the structure synthesis from a given discretized reference material structure and its known
properties. To simplify the computations, the direct evaluation of the material properties is
replaced by the computation of a proxy descriptor. Examples of descriptors include correlation functions or Minkowski functionals. The authors illustrate their approach with the synthesis of the missing part of bone, and with the generation of a FGM structure from a target
volume fraction distribution and a reference material.
2.4.1.2 Scattered data interpolation
When data is obtained as a result of measurements, often there is no connectivity available between the samples, which are available at scattered points only. One approach consists
in introducing connectivity by computing the Delaunay triangulation (or its dual the Voronoi
diagram) of the points to find the natural neighbors of a given evaluation point and then using some interpolation method, the so called natural neighbor interpolation. The Sibson coordinates [S81] fall in this category. Hiyoshi and Sugihara [HS99] extended this approach by
using different weights for the interpolation; the corresponding approach is named Laplace
interpolation (or Laplace coordinates) as it corresponds to a discrete approximation of the
Laplacian. In [HS00], the authors show that Sibson and Laplace coordinates are parts of a
same family of coordinates defined on a power diagram (or Laguerre Voronoi diagram) of the
input scattered points. Laplace interpolation is used in computational mechanics, for example
in [SMSB01].
Inverse distance interpolation, also called Shepard interpolation [S68], is another technique designed for scattered data interpolation. At a given point of evaluation, each sample
contributes with a weight inverse to the distance of the evaluation point. A transfinite version
of this interpolation technique was used for defining gradient material from material distribution prescribed on features in [BST04] and in [FPSM06]. More recently, it was also used to
perform animation of heterogeneous object in [SFA*15]. Inverse distance weighting using
natural neighbors was used to interpolate heterogeneous features in [FSP15], with the intrinsic distance (with respect to the solid) to the different features being used in the interpolation.
Another approach for interpolating scattered data is to use interpolation with radial basis
functions (abbreviated in RBF) [B00]. RBF interpolation was used in [TRS04] to reconstruct
a surface with interpolated attributes from a point-cloud with attributes. In [Y13], RBF interpolation was used for representing 3D heterogeneous objects. In contrary to [TRS04], the attributes are not limited to the surface of the object but are specified and interpolated within
the object.
When the sample points belong to a small number of classes (materials), the problem can
be interpreted instead as a classification problem (multiclass classification). The input is a set
of labelled sample points, with each point being taken from one of the material classes. Then
one needs to train a classifier, such that it can predicts at each point in modeling space the
class (material) that this point belongs too. This approach was used in [YYW12], where multicategory Support Vector Machines (SVM) are used to train linear or quadratic polynomials.
Since the training on large data-set can be computationally expensive, the input samples are
first subdivided in smaller subsets by using an octree. The classifier is then trained in each
leaf. The distance to the separating hyper-surfaces are then combined with a blending scheme
inspired from [OBATS03], and used for the final classification in the whole modeling space.

2.4.1.3 Boundary interpolation
In some cases, the material distributions can be specified on the boundary of some domain and have to be interpolated within the domain. When the boundary is specified by polylines (in 2D) or triangles (in 3D), the material distributions are samples on the element
nodes, and interpolated within the domain using generalized barycentric coordinates. The
usual types of barycentric coordinates for interpolation include mean value coordinates
[F03b, FKR05, JSW05], Voronoi [JLW07] and Wachspress [W75] types. Interpolation of surface attributes to the domain interior with mean value coordinates is shown as an example in
[JSW05].
When the boundary is given by a smooth curve (in 2D) or a smooth surface (in 3D), transfinite (continuous) interpolation is used. Early work by Gordon and Wixom introduces methods for interpolation of function value and derivative [GW74]. Mean value coordinates are
extended by Dyken and Floater for the transfinite case in [DF09]. Transfinite versions of the
main barycentric coordinates are given by Belyaev, as well as extension of the Gordon-Wixom
coordinates to general domain [B06]. The weighted generalization of the transfinite mean
value can be considered as a transfinite version of the Shepard interpolation [S68]. Curiously,
it seems that most of these techniques are not really used for the modeling of heterogeneous
material objects, with the exception for the Shepard interpolation, which was used for transfinite interpolation of material prescribed on some features in [BST04, FPSM06, BFSS08,
FSP15].
2.4.2 Simulation and optimization
Description of the material distributions is either provided by the user, eventually only on
some subsets, or is the result of some measurements (or experiments) or can be even obtained via the result of some numerical simulation. The distributions can also be obtained
from an optimization process where the material distributions are modeled to optimize some
user specified objective function. The typical tools available for optimization problems include: gradient descent, stochastic optimization, simulated annealing, particle swarm, quadratic programming, conjugate gradient, branch and bound, Newton Raphson, Lagrangian
methods [ZCF04]. When the material distributions are obtained from a numerical simulation, we can use tools such as: finite element methods (the Galerkin approach, etc), meshfree
methods (such as Ritz-Kantorovich method), or the level-set methods.
In [HL09b] heterogeneous materials are represented by voxels. The shape or the material
distribution is optimized with an evolutionary algorithm guided by constraints, such as maximizing stiffness per weight or some higher level constraints. There are many works in the literature for shape optimization, both geometry and topology [A12]. An often used approach is
based on level-set methods [OF06]. This was naturally extended to work with multi-material
objects. One approach for the optimal design of multi-material objects is to represent them
implicitly with multi-phase level-sets. Shape and material optimization can be done via solving partial differential equations using level-set methods [WW05, CCZ16], or by optimizing
some variational criteria [WLKZ15].
Optimizing the design of FGMs is considered in [HFBG02] by optimizing two objective
functions that depend on the volume fractions of the primary materials. In [GV07] the material composition for two model problems is optimized by an element free Galerkin analysis
combined with a genetic algorithm. In [KPT12], generic material heterogeneity is represented
by feature tree based procedural models, and the material composition for the functionally
graded materials is optimized by the nature inspired Particle Swarm Optimization. Chen and
Shapiro [CS08] proposed to represent heterogeneous objects with parametrized implicit surfaces and Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) operations (such as union, intersection and
subtraction), and to optimize the parameters to some specified constraints with gradient descent.

Several recent works model stochastic heterogeneous materials with an optimization process. Periodic and stochastic microstructure objects are reconstructed with the Simulated
Annealing algorithm in [PFV*11]. Liu and Shapiro proposed to reconstruct material models
as a Markov Random Field texture synthesis [LS15]. Their method presents several advantages over traditional optimization procedure, such as an improved computational efficiency. Finite element methods are used in [CDM*02] for performing some simulations on
procedurally defined heterogeneous solid models.
Heterogeneous objects are modeled by a diffusion process in [QD03]. The diffusion process is solved by finite element methods. Geometry is specified by B-Splines. Additional constraints on the material distribution are considered by solving a linearly constrained quadratic optimization problem with the method of the Lagrange multipliers.
Instead of finite element methods, Tsukanov and Shapiro propose to use meshfree methods for modeling fields in heterogeneous objects [TS05]. Materials are either explicitly defined or prescribed on material features and interpolated within domains using inverse distance weighting [BST04]. A meshfree method is used to solve problems such as heat diffusion. A similar approach is used in [FST06] for more complex geometrical domains, to which
the distance is sampled and interpolated with B-Splines.
2.4.3 Analytical (closed form) models
In the case of a relatively simple and well-known type of the material distribution, it can
be described in the closed form of an analytical expression over the point coordinate(s). Such
expressions. These expressions can be derived by researchers via empirical analysis of experimental data or through some automatized derivation and parameters fitting.
Early studies of FGM modeling such as [MRP95] discussed volume fraction distributions
for materials in the form of polynomials of degree N varying from 0.25 to 4. The coefficients
of such a polynomial can be empirically defined by the researcher or automatically optimized
under certain constraints [MS95]. This type of distribution is called the power law in [KD98].
Logarithmic material distribution functions are mentioned in [GKT10].
Thee work [BSD00] presents a variety of analytical material composition functions including polynomial, exponential and trigonometric ones and proposes to have a library of
such functions available in a design system to satisfy requirements of different application
areas. From the FGM manufacturing strategies point of view, [HMM11] provides examples of
material functions for a mechanical part (with several domains) including trigonometric functions and polynomials. Analytical functions can be used not only for defining individual material distributions, but for specifying smooth transitions between constant material properties
with the given boundary [YQZT14].
File formats for additive manufacturing and computational material engineering have
adopted the closed form functions for the material distribution. Thus, the relatively new file
format for additive manufacturing called AMF supports defining FGMs by introducing analytical functions of point coordinates and limited procedures for each material distribution in
space [HL09a, ASTM11]. The STandard for Exchange of Product data (STEP) has capabilities
for specifying heterogeneous materials and analytically defined FGMs with introduction of
new entities conforming with the data structures of STEP [PDB*00]. In computational material engineering, material properties such as concentration of atoms of a certain type are represented in the HDF5 file format [SBA*16] as continuous scalar fields using predefined mathematical functions and operations.
Kou et al. [KPT12] give a number of examples of analytically defined material distributions and conclude that it is not always simple to derive an analytical function for the entire
geometric domain and the function selection can be a subjective choice of the designer based
on their experience. With using too simple analytical models for material distribution, inconsistency may appear in the material property representation due to approximation errors

[STG11]. In this sense, sample-based models provide more objective and unbiased material
distribution models.
2.4.4 Spline-based models
In the domain of heterogeneous object modeling, splines can be used as an interpolation
tool, for interpolating values obtained from measurements or from a numerical simulation, or
they can be used directly in the modeling process. The latter is seen in [JLP*99, JPSC98],
where heterogeneous objects are modeled by subdividing a solid object into cells, and associating blending functions to each cell. More specifically, shape and material composition of
each cell is formulated in terms of control points blended by Bernstein polynomials. Splines,
such as Bezier splines, B-Splines or NURBS, can also be used for representing domains parametrically (as in the previous work) or implicitly. Schmitt et al. [SPS04] use B-Splines both
to define implicitly solid objects with their spatial partitions corresponding to the different
material and attribute (material) distributions.
In [HQ05], the authors use tri-variate simplex splines to represent both the object geometry and the object attributes. Due to the flexibility of simplex splines, this approach can
be extended to support multiresolution modeling of heterogeneous objects. It is also described how to fit tri-variate simplex splines to acquired heterogeneous data.
Instead of simplex splines, Yang and Qian [YQ07] use B-Splines to represent both the geometry and the material composition of heterogeneous objects. They introduce the concept of
heterogeneous lofting, where the lofting method for free-form surface modeling is adapted for
modeling heterogeneous objects. Given a set of material profile features, a heterogeneous object passing through both the geometry and the material compositions is constructed.
Similar techniques are used in the domain of medical modeling: a B-Spline solid representation is extended in [WB09] for representing material composition in order to develop a
heterogeneous model of the human body. The model is created slice by slice from CT scan data, either by surface fairing or by surface fitting. Similar techniques are further improved by
Grove et al. in [GRP12].
A technique based on gluing heterogeneous cells modeled by splines is considered in
[QD04], [CTGF15] and [ME16]. More precisely, Conde-Rodriguez et al. [CTGF15] model heterogeneous objects as tuples: O={S,V,F}, where S is a r-set corresponding to the geometry, V
is the set of all valid material distributions, and F is the material function. The material function is defined by considering its restriction on a partition of S into cells. Each cell is represented by a Bezier hyperpatch, where cubic Bezier functions are used to blend control points
corresponding to the geometry and the attributes. Massarwi and Elber [ME16] instead consider B-spline trivariates for modeling volumetric cells similarly to [QD04]. A V-model is then
obtained as a complex of several such cells. Additional operations on V-models such as Boolean operations or material composition are also defined within their heterogeneous modeling
framework, however these are not directly represented by B-spline trivariates.
The majority of spline-based approaches for heterogeneous modeling are built on Bezier
splines, B-splines or related. The use of RBFs such as thin-plane splines is however much less
common. Tobor et al. used RBF combined with a partition of unity to fit heterogeneous implicit surface to point-cloud with attributes [TRS04]. The approach is limited to surface attributes though. A similar approach was proposed by Yoo in [Y13], where RBF are used to interpolate control points with attribute values, and a heterogeneous object is then defined
from the solid with interpolated material distributions.
Spline-based models are suitable for internal representation in some application areas.
However, they are not always convenient from a user interface point of view, because the definition of volumetric material distribution via the manipulation of control points is not very
intuitive. In this case, other models (such as source based model described below) can be
used for the user interface and then converted to a spline-based model. It is also possible to
use splines to fit material distribution obtained from measurement or physical simulation.

Another restriction of spline based models is that they are not closed under set-theoretic operations and need some additional data structures to support such operations.
2.4.5 Source-based and feature-based models
As it is stated in [LMP*04], methods based on volumetric meshing or cellular decomposition do not support simultaneous editing of geometric and material models and introduce
approximation errors at early stages of design. Spline-based methods are not intuitive for designers although can serve well for internal material representations.
A source- (or feature-) based description of material distribution is a practical alternative
to analytical functions and discrete samples interpolation, and complementary to splinebased methods. It allows the designer to identify some high-level geometric elements or parts
of the shape and to assign a material distribution function (homogeneous material in particular) to each of them for creating sources of grading materials [JPSC98, QD98, PCB00, ST02a,
BST04, QD04]. It is supposed that materials are blended in the rest of volume, for example,
with weights proportional to some distance measure for each of the selected elements. Material fractions are interpolated for the points inside the volume according to these weights.
Early works on feature-based FGM representations [JPSC98, PCB00, PC03] proposed to
assign some material distribution functions to elements of object boundary (vertices, edges or
faces) and then to blend them for the interior points of the volume using inverse distance
weighting. The work [LMP*04] proposes to numerically solve Laplace’s equation to compute
material blending from the boundary conditions derived from the material compositions assigned to surface or volume features. A lofting operation is used in [SK04] to blend between
lower-dimensional material features, which can be automatically detected through an optimization process based on object’s functional requirements and constraints [SK05, SK08].
In [JPSC98, ST02a, ST02b], grading material sources (fixed references, origins of material variation) can be points, lines and planes arbitrarily placed in space as well as outer object boundary surface. Each grading source is associated with three partitions of the heterogeneous object: an effective grading region, where the material composition function is
changing from 0 to 1, and two complimentary regions, where this function is constant, 0 and
1 respectively. The material composition at the given point within the effective region is evaluated according to the distance of this point from each source. Volume fractions of all materials at any point have to form a partition of unity. The work [GWB*12] uses 3D polylines or
spline curves as material sources and skeletal-based functions defined in the local coordinates
for modeling continuous material properties such as porosity or permeability in geological
modeling.
This method has found its further generalization in [BST04], where sources are replaced
by material features each represented by its own scalar field (continuous function) and having
prescribed material properties, and the transfinite interpolation [RSST01] used to obtain the
material distribution at the given point in space based on the functions defining material features or their normalizations with distance properties. The work [P00] mentions practical difficulties of using such an approach because of the computationally expensive conversion of
parametric surface boundaries to implicit surfaces defined by scalar fields and conversion of
complex boundary models to constructive models with R-functions [S07]. A discrete version
of the feature-based model for a regular grid with applications in additive manufacturing was
presented in [ZLL09]. The step-like transition functions between space partitions [YQZT14]
can be considered an extension to the case where there is no gap between neighbouring material features sharing a common boundary. This approach is especially suitable for simulating
physical fields within heterogeneous objects [TS05] and to extend product development process specifications [BFSS08]. Blending between several material features was further developed in [OK11] with imposed relations and constraints on them. Offset curves of feature
boundaries and their optimized metamorphosis are used to define the material composition
between several materials maintaining the relations and satisfying the constraints. In

[TOII08] the authors propose an interactive method for placing exemplar 3D texture patches
according to a user-defined volumetric tensor field.
Using Euclidean distance to interpolate between material sources or features not always
provides intuitive results, especially in the case of quite complex shapes. To take the object
shape into account, Euclidean distances can be replaced by interior distance measures evaluated as the minimal length of the path between any two object points, which completely belongs to the interior or the surface of the object [FSP15]. In general, the interior distances can
be expressed in a continuous setting, however, in practical applications usually approximations such as regular grid sampling are used.
2.4.6 Compound/constructive models
An alternative and a complement to the feature-based modeling is a constructive approach to building “compound” models starting from simple primitives (partitions, regions or
building blocks) with known material distributions and then combining them with analogues
of set-theoretic, blending or other operations applicable to heterogeneous object models.
Such a model is characterized by a user-defined or automatically established hierarchy of operations and/or topological relations between different object partitions and material features.
First, we present several specific hierarchical structures developed for heterogeneous objects and serving various purposes.
The system Svlis [B95] was based on an advanced CSG system extended by homogeneous
material properties assigned to each primitive and then evaluated for each node of the construction tree. A similar approach was proposed in [KD97] as a mathematical constructive
model for solids composed of multiple homogeneous materials. A 3D solid is subdivided into
partitions assigned with unique materials. A non-manifold Boundary Representation (BRep)
scheme is used to represent such objects. Each partition is homogeneous inside and has an
index of material assigned to it. Regularized set-theoretic operations are applied to the solid
components as point sets. Corresponding operations on material indices are introduced on
the basis of selection by the user of the resulting material for each pair of materials and for
each set-theoretic operation.
In spite of the ways homogeneous material regions have been constructed, [CT00] proposes to represent the entire multi-material object hierarchically with a “material tree” of
possibly nested boundary surfaces of homogeneous materials. Addition or removal of a homogeneous material region in the object results in rebuilding the tree structure. If the given
point belongs to multiple regions, the priority is given to the material index of the region lowest in the tree structure.
Brochu and Schmidt propose in [BS17] to use non-manifold triangle meshes to represent
multi-material objects. They describe an interactive interface for letting a user create such
non-manifold surface meshes by marking existing objects. They also describe a technique for
implementing non-regularized Boolean operations that can be used as a general method for
the creation of non-manifold surfaces.
The Hierarchical Feature Tree (HFT) [KT05] structure similarly to BRep hierarchically
organizes heterogeneous features with their geometry and material variation dependency relationships. In HFT, k-dimensional heterogeneous features are built from (k-1)-dimensional
ones using linear or inverse distance interpolation as well as extrusion and revolution operations. The optimized procedural evaluation of material compositions based on HFT was presented in [KPT12]. While HFT allows for modeling material distribution for a single part, the
extended Hierarchical Feature Tree (eHFT) [KT08] supports several object partitions, each
associated with its own HFT, thus forming heterogeneous cells combined within a nonmanifold cellular structure.
A volumetric object is decomposed in [WYZG11] into several partitions called regions
with each region represented by several Signed Distance Functions (SDF) to its boundary

parts. A region is uniquely identified by a set of signs of corresponding SDFs, which are organized in a binary tree structure called an SDF tree. Each leaf of this tree corresponds to a region. A material attribute (color in this case) function of point coordinates is assigned to each
region. These can be solid colors, solid textures (discussed below) or RBFs interpolating attribute values given at random points of the region. One object can be embedded into a region
of another by linking its tree to a leaf node of the containing region thus creating a multi-scale
structure.
The reducer tree [CLD*13] generalizes the material tree and several spatial partitioning
data structures, and serves for both specifying object spatial partitions and assigning material
distribution to each of them. There are two types of nodes in the reducer tree, namely geometry nodes and material nodes. The entire given object is assigned to the root of the tree. Geometry nodes are internal tree nodes used for specifying spatial partitioning of the object. For
example, a B-spline node splits the object into two partitions and serves as a boundary surface between them. Material nodes are leaves of the reducer tree and they assign specific material to the specific spatial partition including FGMs defined by a function of point coordinates.
Some specific operations on material attributes and heterogeneous objects have been developed and can be included in the hierarchical structures presented above. Simple constructive set operations on primitives with assigned different homogeneous materials are described in [ZS04], where one of the materials can dominate in the result due to the selected
type of the union operation in composite material or microstructure design. Geometric operations with associated attribute operations are considered in [KBDH99] for the introduced object model. Operations on attributes are applied in conjunction with operations on geometry
(such as regularized set operations) to produce an appropriate corresponding attribute model
for the resulting geometry. “Combine” is such a typical operation necessary for generating
material composition values when combining two heterogeneous objects with set operations.
Such an operation can differ for each attribute depending on the individual attribute model.
Vector space operations applicable directly to attributes such as summation and multiplication with a scalar are also introduced. The “combine” operation for the material composition
was further elaborated in [SD01] by introducing a material Boolean operator, which takes into account the given point location in respect to the intersection area of two objects and interpolates between two material composition functions using the distance to the object
boundaries. Similar modifications were applied to derive set operations on source-based heterogeneous objects in [ST02a]. New types of operations such as immersion, insertion and
merge were also introduced allowing for various combinations of geometry and material distributions. A prototype heterogeneous CAD system based on set (Boolean) operations over
heterogeneous objects is described in [BSD00]. Note that at any point within the object the
material is represented as a combination of the primary materials of primitives satisfying the
partition of unity of volume fractions and allowing for FGM modeling.
Material composition operations have found further extension in blending composition
functions associated with set operations on geometric point sets. By analogy to the featurebased modeling discussed earlier, [SD01] applies the transfinite interpolation [RSST01] to
material composition values, where defining functions of geometric primitives and subsets
involved in the set operations serve to evaluate the weight for each material composition.
As it was shown in [BST04], blending of material compositions between material features
represented by scalar fields can be implemented using the transfinite interpolation [RSST01].
Such a blending operation on material compositions was extended to the space-time domain
in [SFA*15]. For a time dependent transformation of a heterogeneous volume given by its initial and final states, the proposed space-time blending applies the transfinite interpolation in
4D space-time to provide material compositions for intermediate states of the volume object.

Some other types of primitives and operations on heterogeneous objects have been proposed in literature. For a given two-dimensional generator area and a defined path, a swept
solid can be generated. With a material composition function defined for the 2D generator,
[SD01] specifies material distribution within the 3D swept solid using an additional mapping
for the given point in space to the material composition value.
To increase the complexity and irregularity of modeled material distributions, [GT15] introduced material convolution surfaces (primitives) as an extension of the source-based model. A material convolution primitive is a scalar field function of a potential function for a surface primitive (such as point, straight line segment, spline, plane). It provides the means to
evaluate the material composition at any given point within the area of primitive influence.
This field function for the given primitive is defined by the convolution integral of a binary
point membership function defining the material primitive geometry with the "material potential function", which is some typical convolution kernel. The control features of this model
in terms of both geometry and materials are discussed in [GT17], which allow the designer to
modify material distributions with the purpose of achieving necessary material compositions.
Material composition in [SG17] is also defined as a function of distance from some material reference entity. The geometric object is decomposed using the Medial Axis Transform
(MAT). The user needs to specify material compositions at the boundary and at the MAT
points. In the object interior, material compositions are interpolated using distance functions
to these points. Note that these formulations are quite straightforward for 2D shapes and are
much more complicated for the 3D case.
The work [LJJ*17] presents a set of primitive material attribute functions and constructive operations to create 3D solid textures. First, space partitions for attributes are created
using geometric primitives such as spheres, cylinders and others. Then, various deformations
are applied to create a complex texture. These deformations are controlled by points and
straight lines with associated asymmetric and oscillating displacement functions. Genetic operations on created textures are also supported such as random alteration (mutation), functions swapping (cross-over) and others.
The work [AW17] describes a specific operation on creating a transition of a material
property interpolated between given values within a prescribed transition region of arbitrary
geometry and within the given tolerance. Examples of transition functions are given in the
linear, trigonometric and polynomial forms in the Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates. The
transfinite interpolation was mentioned by the authors, but not applied in the examples.
2.4.7 Fully procedural models
In some cases the above-mentioned models are not sufficient to describe material distribution due to some limitations such as difficulties to explicitly identify material features or
primitives and operations for constructive modeling. In such a case, tools for fully procedural
modeling have to be involved that allow the user to create a procedure taking point coordinates as the minimal input and producing geometric and material property information as
output. In some cases a procedure for geometry and material distribution generation followed
by direct 3D printer control has to written in a general-purpose programming language
[DMO15, BKWO16]. This is very labor intensive and requires involvement of highly skilled
developers. We are interested here in different approaches and supporting tools such as special-purpose scripting languages or APIs in general-purpose languages allowing for the evaluation of scalar fields for both geometry and material properties.
In the general area of computer graphics, the research field called solid texturing [P85a,
P85b, PCOS10] yielded a number of analytical functions describing objects internal appearance, namely spatial color variations, thus imitating volumetric structures of wood, marble
and other complex materials irrespective of objects geometry. Solid texturing functions are
compositions of the given basic functions such as pseudo-random solid noise defined by a series of nested trigonometric functions. This approach is further developed in [LJJ17] by deriv-

ing functions for solid textures as superpositions of basic analytical functions such as exponential and trigonometric ones. Solid texturing is supported in several computer graphics
tools such as Renderman Shading Language [HL90], POV-Ray scripting language [PV17] and
others.
In a volume modeling setting, extending solid texturing [PH89] introduced base level
density modulation functions and their combinations to represent various volumetric natural
materials and phenomena with the technique called hypertexturing. This approach was
adopted in [PCB99] to modeling spatially varying material distributions with gradients of
density modulation functions. The gradient information is controlled interactively using several basic functions, polynomial or spline interpolations of discrete data. These approaches
can be considered early steps towards fully procedural generation of volumetric material distributions.
Procedural geometry generation with scalar fields was introduced in the HyperFun language fully supporting FRep [ACF*99]. Then, it was extended to heterogeneous volume modeling in [PASS01], [CAP*05], where special arrays can be defined for volumetric material
properties. While defining such arrays, full procedural definitions can be used thus introducing locally or globally varying FGM.
In [CDM*02] a special-purpose scripting language was also introduced for authoring
complex volumetric models by specifying both geometric and material properties. The overall
object geometry and boundaries between materials are defined with surface meshes converted to continuous distance fields. Each layer is assigned a material type and thickness, which
can very procedurally. For example, thickness can be controlled by adding randomness or
turbulence to the distance field. Material properties such as density or color can be modified
procedurally within the script. Some constructive operations such as scale, union, intersection are also supported.
The work [VWRM13] presents an approach and programming tools for procedurally
specifying geometric and material properties for objects to be 3D printed. A special-purpose
C-like programming language OpenFL is introduced and its compiler is implemented. The
language allows for continuous volumetric material definition evaluated procedurally upon
the request based on the distance field to the object surface represented by a mesh. An example of an OpenFL library for procedurally specifying complex materials can be found in
[W13]. Such a framework is hard to operate for a non-programming user and an intuitive
graphical user interface is needed for them. The authors addressed this issue in [VKWM16]
and presented an interactive system called Foundry for designing spatially varying material
properties. The interface of the system is built around the graph serving operator as a visual
representation of the object generation procedure. Nodes of the graph represent operators
and edges represent the dataflow. The operators allow for decomposing space into partitions
on the basis of distances from surfaces and other sources; for applying some geometric transformations, and for assigning materials to spatial partitions. The range of available materials
includes dual material composites and cellular microstructures, FGMs and biomimetic materials are based on sampled data. Each change made in the operator graph is followed by compilation of the currently designed procedure to its OpenFL-based description.
A hybrid procedural representation is proposed in [MUSA15] for parametric trivariate
solids and attributes describing their material and other physical properties. Set operations
can be applied to generated solids with attributes [MSA12]. The weights for attributes are
computed using SDFs for primitives with maintaining the partition of unity requirement. To
practically apply set operations, primitives are also converted to SDFs and R-functions are
applied to construct SDF of a complex solid. A declarative programming language is introduced, which is parsed and complied to Java for the further evaluation.
In general, procedural models provide most powerful and flexible means for material definition embracing most of other methods. They are essentially hardware independent and
resolution independent. However, the procedural models need special user training to be

used efficiently and require in general additional GUI understanding for non-programming
users.

3. Challenges of multi-material design and fabrication
In addition to the technical challenges of heterogeneous object multi-material (HOM)
and heterogeneous object (HO) representation, a range of key challenges remain before HOM
can be adopted as mainstream practice. Where a variety of solutions are emerging, many
questions revolve around which are the most appropriate and useful methods to the scientific,
engineering and art communities which will use them.

3.1 Representation of materials
The focus of this survey has been material distribution with continuous scalar fields.
There are two general approaches for material representation: the classification of materials
and properties as attributes; or the definition of material properties through microstructures.
These correspond to compositional heterogeneity and structural heterogeneity, respectively
at nano and micro / meso-scales [KT07]. The key challenge to drive forward the adoption of
HOM is the choice, compromise, or convergence of these approaches. Put another way, from
an HO CAD system-builder’s perspective, what is the best way to represent material properties? Should the end-user be working with and designing microstructure geometries or assigning material attributes?
While microstructures more closely resemble the atomic and molecular nature of materials [SBA*16], it could perhaps be argued that assigning material attributes is more intuitive
from a user’s perspective. As we shall consider later in this section, there are also issues regarding rendering, interaction paradigm, analysis, fabrication and system integration.
It may be natural to consider the application domain and to choose an appropriate representation scheme. However, convergences and interactions between disciplines, as well as
emerging fabrication techniques, could quickly render a system obsolete, inhibit workflow or
simply prevent the production of relevant designs. Rather than choosing one or another, we
pose an open research question to design a material description which operates interchangeably and seamlessly at different physical scales.

3.2 Rendering
The ability to visualise a HOM is clearly a vital aspect to widespread adoption. Challenges
arise here primarily around the speed of rendering, especially at interactive framerates and
for dynamic data, but more fundamental questions arise surrounding the most appropriate
visualisation strategies to convey interior and multi-material information in an intuitive way
for the user.
3.2.1 Overview of existing rendering approaches
Broadly, we can consider two relevant modes of rendering which we will term photorealistic and functional [F03a]. The purpose of photo-realism is to represent an object in a
way that it is indistinguishable from a photograph and is therefore useful for final model visualisation. Functional realism presents the same visual information but in a way which clarifies relevant properties in perhaps a more diagrammatical format, such as displaying separate
components in different bright colours. The functional realism approach is therefore of great
relevance during the content creation process and in applications where it is beneficial to enhance the visualisation of certain aspects of a complex dataset, such as in medical visualisation [PBC16].
Visualisation may then be broken into two further categories: opaque and semitransparent. Opaque rendering largely involves the reduction of the HO to a BRep, for which
rendering is traditionally well defined. Such conversion processes clearly depend on the na-

ture of the HO representation method, but include the set of isosurface extraction methods
such as marching cubes and marching tetrahedra [NY06]. The greatest advantage of this approach is that BRep rendering, especially polygonal meshes, is accelerated by graphics hardware and is therefore possible at interactive framerates. Issues include conversion speed, loss
of accuracy and potentially an increase in data size.
The primary challenge for rendering and analysis of HOMs, however, is to visualise not
just the exterior boundary but also the interior material distribution. One method is to use
clipping geometry to cut into the object and thus reveal interior properties on the intersecting
surface. Planes or other non-planar surfaces may be used [EHK*06]. Such techniques allow
for the analysis and accurate interpretation of material distributions, which is especially useful in medical and scientific applications [PB13]. However, they only allow for the visualisation of a small portion of the volume at any particular instance, which may inhibit understanding of the object as a whole.
Semi-transparent HOM rendering may be present as a mixture of transparent and
opaque regions. It allows to visualised and analysed internal features and structures. A viewing ray through the volume must be integrated to find the overall light intensity. Common
discretizations are based around ray marching, where the volume densities are taken at specific sample points and the illumination and optical density levels are accumulated [PH89].
For realistic rendering it is necessary to consider light that is absorbed, emitted and scattered along the viewing path. At each sample point a phase function is also evaluated to determine the local illumination based on the material properties. Shadows may be added with
relative technical ease by marching toward light sources from each sample point. More physically accurate approaches must take into account the single and multiple scattering paths that
light takes through an HO, for which a wide range of approaches exist [EHK*06] [JSYR14].
For a functional rendering approach, physical accuracy is not necessarily a priority, although many aspects are often incorporated. Arbitrary transfer functions are frequently used
to determine the mapping between material properties and their optical characteristics,
which may be adjusted to emphasise certain aspects [EHK*06] [LKG*16] [PBC*16].
Advantages of semi-transparent rendering are that it potentially displays more information about the model and may be more realistic for some materials which allow to provide
more precise analysis of the model features. Primary disadvantages include rendering speed
and perceptual issues where views of the object are unclear or specific internal features are
difficult to identify. This latter issue is dependent on use-case and is one of the primary motivators for a functional rendering approach.
3.2.2 Key remaining challenges in rendering
One of the primary disadvantages of semi-transparent HOM rendering is that it can be
difficult to distinguish between regions in the volume, especially in depth. While this may not
present an issue for relatively simple objects, in some contexts such as medical imaging, it becomes vital. An artist or engineer producing a HOM would need an accurate and effective visualization method that does not create excessive workload through mental demand and minimal effort.
A number of investigations have been conducted to examine user perceptions of volume
rendering [JSYR14], especially within medical visualisation [PBC*16]. However, these studies
mostly consider an observer’s perspective rather than that of a creator so it is unclear how the
requirements and results would map to a different use-case. The challenge therefore remains
to identify the ‘best’ way of presenting a HOM to a content creator. We speculate that this will
depend on the context and the discipline and that a variety of techniques may be beneficial.
While general ray marching based techniques may be used in real-time, the quality can be
variable. HOMs are typically computationally expensive to sample, when compared to BRep,
so relatively few samples may be necessary to maintain interactive framerates. This leads to a
poor approximation of the volume rendering integral, potentially resulting in visual artefacts.

Methods to accelerate this are usually limited to handling static geometry, which may be suitable for data obtained by sampling (e.g. medical MRI, CT) but not for fully dynamic data
[GKT10]. Further, realistic rendering requires the handling of multiple scattering lighting interactions, again for which there are currently relatively few methods that work with dynamic
data [SKP09] [WWH*10] [CPZ12] [KMM*17]. More work is therefore needed to support
quality rendering of dynamic HOMs.
HOM rendering typically involves significant processing power and memory requirements. While GPU speed and memory specifications continue to improve, data capture and
user expectations also progress and there will likely always be datasets that exceed the capacity of commodity hardware. Furthermore, in recent years the speed at which data can be
transferred has not kept up with the pace of memory capacity, so the increases cannot be fully
utilised for HOM rendering [JSYR14]. The usual approach to rendering large datasets is to
divide the data into working sets that fit onto the GPU and then combine the results in some
way [EHK*06] [JSYR14] [BHP15]. The main issues are of scalability, but there is some indication that modern GPU ray-guided approaches offer better performance in this respect
[BHP15].
Once it becomes clear which material representation method to pursue, the rendering
approach naturally must follow. Materials may be reproduced in realistic or functional manners, usually through the application of measured real-world samples [HS17]. However, a
HOM system may be used to define unusual composites which could be difficult to reproduce
in the real world, or for which there is limited material information. It is currently unclear
how this could be handled in a general sense.
The inclusion of microstructures may present speed costs based on sampling resolution,
which would depend on the underlying geometry representation method. However, more
fundamental issues will become apparent as the physical scale reduces to the point where features are of comparable size to the wavelength of visible light. At such a point, realistic rendering must take into account the effects of diffraction and interference, which can be especially difficult in real-time [DTS*14] [TG17].

3.3 Creative modeling: content creation
Content creation is the process of interactively constructing a 3D model by an artist, designer or engineer and is currently poorly defined for HOM [GZR*15]. In addition to rendering at interactive framerates, this process requires an intuitive interface and an appropriate
paradigm for modeling. For boundary definition a number of modeling paradigms exist within the current realm of digital 3D content creation: sculptural (e.g. ZBrush), constructive
modeling (e.g., CSG), surface forming, and deformations. Each paradigm is relatively well established and their suitability for particular content types is generally accepted among a
broad range of communities. For HOM, the communities are still young, relatively few tools
exist and common modeling paradigms are not yet established.
Within HOM the creation problem is not limited to the object’s boundary but also the interior material distribution and potentially microstructure formation. As we have seen in this
review, a wide variety of approaches have been developed for specifying interior properties.
The primary open question regarding content creation is the identification and categorisation
of the ‘best’ way for a designer to create a heterogeneous volume model. While boundary formation is well established there are currently no commonly accepted paradigms for interior
material modeling. An increase in tool availability and familiarity by content creators will
naturally result in the emergence and domination of appropriate paradigms. To provide some
insights, future studies could undertake an in-depth examination of the classes of design
problem that HOMs can solve, consider how designers are currently attempting to solve these
problems and conduct a detailed examination of their requirements. Following the trend of
boundary modeling, the results would likely follow the application domain. An engineer

would be expected to have very different requirements to an artist, though some overlap may
exist.

3.4 Fabrication (CAM)
The potential real-world applications of heterogeneous volume modeling are vast, from
aerospace to biology to decorative glass making. In a mathematical or virtual model it is relatively easy to specify multiple materials for a given volume in space, but the physical fabrication of models with such properties is not as straightforward. For the model to be brought into the physical world it must be fabricated, but traditional means are based on homogeneous
materials or assemblies of multiple homogeneous parts. The development of FGMs in engineering sectors has expanded traditional techniques to include some heterogeneous fabrication capabilities.
Broadly, FGM fabrication processes have been categorised by [BSM14] into: constitutive,
where layers of different material properties are built up; homogenizing, where a sharp interface is converted into a gradient; and segregation, which starts with a homogeneous material
that is converted into a gradient. The most flexible of these is considered to be constitutive.
Constitutive fabrication methods can offer flexible control over the gradient and object
geometries. Vapour deposition can be used for excellent microstructure control, but is limited
to thin surface coatings [BSM14]. A range of casting approaches have been developed
[SMD15], which allow smooth gradients but are limited to simple geometries. In powder
metallurgy, powder mixtures are packed into layers and fused [EE15] and while good control
of the gradient may be achieved in a step-wise fashion, there are again limitations to the geometries that can be handled. Freeform fabrication, also known in its general terms of additive manufacturing (AM) or 3D printing, is broadly able to fabricate both arbitrary gradients
and geometries, but resolution remains an issue.
All such fabrication methods are still young and experimental when compared to the
manufacturing powerhouses that drive our homogeneous-object-based industries. Active developments seek to reduce and mitigate their issues and to broaden their applicability. Here
we shall outline a small subset of generally relevant fabrication challenges.
Material mixing as a process is relatively well defined within techniques such as powder
metallurgy. However, while the advantage of AM is its potential for arbitrary gradients and
geometries, one key challenge is to ensure adequate mixture of materials.
Discrete approaches of manufacturing generally involve specifying regions of different
materials in close spatial proximity [CY08]. Dithering patterns can result in seemingly
smoother gradients at a macro-scale [CSPT03, LMP*04, ZXY04, OKT11, VWRM13, BATU18],
but these are naturally resolution dependent and still do not necessarily result in smooth
transitions. Multiple plastic filaments may be fused together before deposition [SL17] though
initial results are more akin to a discrete approach with distinct sublayers. In general, the material mixing problem remains an open challenge for AM processes.
As described in Introduction and section 3.1, there is an intimate connection between material and microstructure. The manufacture of microstructures with varying properties allows
for the variation of mechanical properties [WZL*18]. It is therefore important that multimaterial fabrication is able to fully support microstructures.
One subset of techniques involves the direct control of the AM hardware in some way, to
produce a procedural pattern at the native resolution [DMO15]. Techniques such as viscous
thread instability [LL16] have been used to fabricate higher resolution structures than a
printer’s native resolution. Microstructure variation control has been investigated for metal
AM [NCBR18] however, understanding of these processes is still at an early stage [GLD*16].
Techniques and applications of materials that change properties after their manufacture have
also been reviewed as a new direction, with multi-material fabrication as a prerequisite [T14]
[XSW17].

One of the major drawbacks of many of these techniques is that they are highly dependent on specific hardware or manufacturing technology, so the results may be difficult to transfer and model in the general sense. The broader adoption of HOs will require that any fabrication methods are reproducible with well-defined material properties [GZR*15] and as such
that their properties will match those predicted through analysis techniques.
It is of vital importance to engineering applications that manufactured materials can be
relied upon for their physical properties. This means that the computer model must be fabricated into a real-world object in a consistent manner, such that its physical properties closely
match with its predicted (modeled) properties. Critical components must undergo a battery of
tests and inconsistencies can result in costly delays. Such requirements present key challenges for multi-material heterogeneous objects, especially considering that conventional measurement techniques are not well suited to test graded materials [BKT*17]. Dependencies on
individual hardware, manufacturers, proprietary and closed technologies, or any other factor
that implies no guarantee of at least medium-term continuation, are also unlikely to be conducive to widespread engineering adoption. The primary challenge then, is for the maturation
of the experimental fabrication techniques into a reliable manufacturing industry, with an established workflow and appropriate set of standards.

3.5 Challenges in system integration and architecture
The primary open challenge is the development of a complete HO solution, which allows
heterogeneous multi-material objects to be modeled, analysed and fabricated.
As identified in [WLW08, GT15], substantial work has been undertaken in developing
representation schemes for HOs but there is comparably little treatment of their integration
into a full CAD environment. The majority of current commercial CAD systems are based on
BRep or homogeneous volumes, but given the efforts required to build a CAD system most
attempts at heterogeneous multi-material modeling are usually proposed as extensions to existing systems [GT15] or use existing systems for geometry definition [ZCF05]. The requirements of HO modeling are not necessarily compatible with the system features provided by
BRep CAD systems. HO modeling typically requires processing steps to evaluate geometry or
material distribution which can lead to fundamentally different requirements for each subsystem that needs to sample or handle the model [QD03]. A number of researchers therefore
do not advocate extending existing systems, but rather develop their own bespoke approaches
[QD03 WLW08].
Analysis is an important stage in the modern modeling process and may generally be considered a prerequisite for adoption in engineering applications [STG11]. Existing techniques
for forward integration (analysis) and inverse integration (shape and / or material optimisation) were reviewed in section 2.4.2 and the problem is generally considered an open one for
HOs. Once solutions are found, they must be integrated into a system with appropriate workflow. Further, additional considerations include: how to handle microstructures and multiscale geometry [LS18]; the integration of HO analysis into a CAD/CAE system; the choice of
appropriate interaction paradigm; and appropriate dataflow and file exchange formats that
can handle complex engineering-scale multi-material HOs with microstructures.
Some attempts have been made at defining a feature set for HO systems, which we can
expand upon as a result of our survey:
 Heterogeneous Multi-Material Object representation scheme must:
o Be compact and exact
o Include material definition
o Operate interchangeably and seamlessly at different physical scales
o Support complex solids, both in geometry and material distribution
 Rendering support must:
o Run at interactive speeds






o Offer an intuitive and simultaneous visualisation of geometry, topology and material information
Modeling approach must:
o Be intuitive
o Support definition and modification of geometry, topology and material distribution at multiple physical scales
Dynamic models:
o Must allow for spatial and time dependent material distributions
o (This has implications across multiple sub-systems)
CAX integration:
o Analysis: forward integration as a minimum, preferably inverse integration to
allow optimisation of shape and materials as part of workflow
o Shape and material properties must be fully available to CAE subsystem
o Compatible with industrial standards for data exchange.

4. Conclusion
This survey covers rapidly growing important area of multi-material modeling, rendering,
visual analysis and fabrication. Techniques of software rendering, interactive design, and different types of fabrication are outlined. The main difficulty is outlined, namely lack of standards and supporting software tools, especially for AM. Requirements to new CAD software
system are formulated.
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